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Editorial

Not much of a year for free-Flight as yet. Here we are, well over halfway through a season of
wind-blown events with several cancelled meetings due to forecasts of dire conditions by the
weather men.
Indoor meetings are ever nearer as most Kick-off in September. I will be attending the revived
events at the Sneyd sports hall in Walsall and have hopes of making some sort of effort to fly,
although my increasing immobility makes things difficult.
That’s enough griping, what have I and our contributors managed to cobble together for this
issue:

 First up, a piece by a new contributor Rory Pike, our membership secretary’s son,
reporting on a trip to a wind-blown Modelaire event at Old Warden.

 Next, our secretary has unearthed a mystery model from the back of his shed. It is
the complete framework of a rubber powered scale ‘Lysander’ seemingly from a plan
by Howard Boys. Howard was one time president of my old club ’Rugby MESAS’ and it
was rumoured in the club that he attempted to market a Lysander kit, failed and had
stacks of printed balsa sheets under his bed.

 Pylonius has a train of thought as to what might occur if our hobby were to reach the
dizzy heights of the likes of football and to be pursued  by hordes of fans. What a
ghastly idea.

 I report on what will have been the final visit by Rachel and I to The East Anglian Gala
at Sculthorpe. Another wind-blown event.

 Engine analysis the powerful Enya 15D.
 The CD Stephen Bowles reports on the East Anglian Gala with full results table.
 MA News Review from 1948 discusses the poor quality of many models entered in

national competitions and reviews take-off techniques.
 Next I’m afraid is Part 3 of my article on Rugby MESAS is next, chronicling the clubs

new power flier one John Bickerstaffe who was to become my best friend.
 Nick Peppiatt continues his investigations into CO2 motors and highlights Gerard

Moore’s detailed work and manufacture of motors of his own.
 Heard at the Hangar Doors Dec 1956 reports the death of Sir Richard Fairey founder

of the aircraft company. Also the passing of an iconic aeromodeller, Ted Evans,
designer and builder of several outstanding Wakefield models.

 I follow up with more on Zeppelins, this time with pictures of the Cardington Sheds.
 Followed by another of Ray Malmstroms designs, his ‘Flier Phils Flier’.
 Archivist Roy Tiller digs again into some of our oldest magazines. How he manages to

file and find them at the drop of a hat beggars belief, you just ask a question and 99
times out of 100 he’s back with the answer in no time flat.

 Having featured the smallest aircraft built, now comes the biggest, the ‘Antanov 225’.
 Peter Hall profiles yet another coupe flier, this time the victim is Martin Stagg.
 Sad to report the death of a SAM166 founder member Peter Tomlinson, aged 91.
 There follows a series of four reports on the Southern Gala and Southern Coupe league

which is approaching its end with Gavin Manion in an unassailable position. Alan
Brocklehurst weighed in with a few event pictures.

 Finally our secretary’s Notes for the Month and the usual three plans wrap up this
somewhat longer issue.

Editor
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A Visit to Old Warden - Rory Pike

Scale Weekend 22-23rd July 2023

This is a review of our July visit to the ModelAir weekend at Old Warden in Bedfordshire.
Unfortunately the forecast for the weekend wasn’t the most favourable, with high winds and
rain for Saturday and around 12mph winds but no rain on the Sunday.
After arriving at the airfield we noticed that the usually packed trade line was looking rather
empty. Much scouring was done, especially of the Al’s hobbies tent. From what I remember we
bought only a few tins of bits and bobs.
As the weather turned fouler and fouler, we decided to escape to the dry café and gift shop
of Old Warden. After a good lunch we decided to explore the brilliant museum. We oooed and
aahhed over potential planes to model, most notably the De Havilland Puss Moth. As with any
visit to ModelAir, I felt obliged to use their RealFlight Rc sim. It was now around 4pm so most
people were packing up and leaving. We thought this would be a good time to snatch a deal. We
managed to grab a Middle Phase 2 for a bargain £25 with servos and battery. That’ll be a fast
one on the slope.

Sunday gave us much better weather so flying was possible but required some long walks. The
trade stands were thankfully much bigger,
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I managed to get a good deal on a 60 or so inch
electric Extra 300. This will be a fun model when
I get it flying. Dad Martin managed to snag a
Mercury Magna and an Easy Pigeon (Electric
glider). In terms of flying on that day, our friend
Allan sadly couldn’t get anything into the air the
wind was a bit too extreme. Martin was 2nd in the
SAM 35 Masefield Competition, but because of
the high winds he was beaten by the other
contestant by several seconds.
In 30 seconds Martin’s Pilatus Porter flew over the
perimeter hedge of the airfield.
After looking at the enormous trophy that could
have been won we were thankful that we didn't win.

The last purchase was from a late aero modeller and it was a rather charming twin EDF model.

After packing/squashing everything into our car it was time to make the 4 hour journey back
home. Overall a rather unique ModelAir and I look forward to the September one.

Rory Pike
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A Mystery & A Model - Roger Newman

Hazards of starting something! Going north again prompted me to sort out a load of plans to
take to Derick Scott for his archives & potential scan candidates. This required moving various
boxes from where they were stored. In so doing, I discovered an old model box buried under
the various boxes of plans. In it was the complete framework of a rubber scale model.

The actual model is not a mystery – it's a Westland Lysander which is built but uncovered. The
build quality is top notch. Judging by the bits of newspaper surrounding the framework, it must
have been constructed around 1989. There are a couple of stickers  indicating possible
appearance at a Model Engineer show, which I'm guessing must have been at Wembley.
Now the mystery.
The model has its own model box & (I think) was amongst all the stuff recovered from Lindsey
Smith's estate. Now whether Lindsey built it or not will forever remain a mystery. He may well
have done but why was it not ever finished? Again, we shall never know.
However, a bit of digging through our plan file listing revealed that it could have been built
from a Howard Boys plan – an early Aeromodeller plan, as it carries the Leicester address –
FSR 161 as a flying scale rubber powered model – 50” span.  Going through various indexes of
Aeromodeller mags past still uncovered nothing that referenced FSR161. So I turned to the
index of our Hon Librarian as my backstop & lo - it is listed however with a caveat that says
“AM Plan Service not found”. A call to Roy & a long conversation following some further digging
by him still revealed nothing new.  As the Aeromodeller moved office from Leicester to Hemel
Hempstead around April/May 1952 the plan obviously predates the move.
Then - have we a scan of the plan in our DBHL plan library? Answer – yes but! The scans I have
are .cal files - no pdf files. Fortunately I have a file converter – XN View, now we have a pdf
plan – two pages complete with full building instructions, but still no information on the plan
about when it was published. However the plan & model match – a win at last. So next a flog
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through pre 1952 Aeromodeller magazines to find the publication date if possible – if indeed
it was ever published in an Aeromodeller mag. But that can wait until I am back home, which is
likely to be several weeks.

What to do with this lovely model? It's far too good to discard. All the component parts are
there, including a beautifully carved three blade prop complete with noseblock & authentic
gearing as per plan. Anyone who would like a challenge e.g. a promise to finish the model
& fly it, can have it. It would certainly look the part at a future Old Warden meeting. Contact
me by email as I'm on my travels yet again.
This little exercise throws up another question. Is there an authentic indexed list of published
Aeromodeller plans from day 1 of the magazine anywhere in existence? If not, there is a
compilation task for someone with a lot of spare time! Having had a quick look at early mags,
there seems not to have been any rhyme or reason as to how early plans were referenced or
indexed – indeed if they ever were? Maybe out there, someone has “a priori” knowledge which
would be great to share!

Roger Newman
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Extract from Model Aircraft September 1954
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Winds in the East - John Andrews

East Anglian Gala: Sculthorpe July 29th & July 30th.

Rachel and I trekked over to Erica’s B&B in Fakenham where we have stayed, together with our
friend from Ireland Peter Watt, for quite a few years now. This trip will I fear will be our last
attendance at the Gala as we are finding it a little arduous when staying away from home these
days.
The meeting was all but blown away, with strong winds on the Saturday and even stronger on
Sunday. As spectators there was little activity for us to see but more than a few hardy souls
managed to get some flights in. We were supporting Peter, only morally, and he made three
flights with his P30 to finish in second spot. Boy was he knackered after his third retrieve.

Peter Watt winding and then preparing to release

A few other pictures I managed to snap

BMFA Secretary Paul Hoey defends his lunch “ you’re not getting any of mine”
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Phil Ball gets his Dynamite away Peter Watt winding again with Paul Hoey in support

An unknown to me Mini Vintage power flier getting set and launching

This picture just about sums
up the weekend.
The flagpole in the picture is
during one of the less windy
spells, most of the time it was
bent over like a fully drawn
long bow.
Eating out in the evenings with
Peter at one or other of the
various establishments was
the best part of the weekend
for us.
We will miss it in the future.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Enya 15D - Aeromodeller November 1957
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Aeromodeller November 1957
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East Anglian Gala: Scuthorpe - Stephen Bowles

Saturday 29th July.

A sunny morning with a stiffish breeze , conveniently almost straight down the main runway,
greeted most of the usual suspects gathered for this year's competition.
As is now often the case, P30, E36 and Vintage R/P attracted the most entries but resulted
in only two perfect scores overall.

Michael Marshall, who has curated this event for upwards of ten years, took a well-earned
back-seat and came close to pushing Phil Ball to what would have been the only fly-off but ran
out of time for a third flight after two convincing maxes.

SUNDAY 30th July

A different story. The wind, though now in a broadly similar direction, was averaging around
18mph and regularly gusting to 25 mph.
A two minutes max for all classes was quickly decided upon. In the end only eight stalwart
individuals choose to fly - however two of these, Colin Foster in Combined Electric and Nick
Botham in Vintage R/P, returned perfect scores.

By popular consensus, with no sign of conditions improving, proceedings were terminated at
3.30 and well-earned certificates presented to the brave few.

Results
Tailless

1st. A. Moorhouse 62373 Vikings 4.12

P30
1st B.Lavis 72364 Biggles 5.24
2nd P.Watt 10895 Mid Ards 5.03
3rd C.Redrup 34457 Crookham 4.56
4th P.Hoey 48541 Impington 4.55
5th D.Norwood 19346 Delyn 4.07
6th S.Fielding 67400 Morley 2.00

Clg/Hlg
1st N.Botham 12225 Morley 3.02
2nd P.Gibbons 76597 Peterboro' 2.43

Classic Glider
1st C.Parry 73338 Biggles 7.08
2nd N.Botham 122255 Morley 6.31
3rd R.Heap 73338 Biggles 5.12

Vintage Rubber/Power
1st D.Cox 73114 Crookham 7.30
2nd P.Ball 57180 Grantham 6.54
3rd C.Foster 17203 Morley 6.32
4th D.Norwood 193646 Delyn 5.37
5th R.Mosley 100178 Morley 4.01
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E36
1st J.Cooper 3432 Biggles 6.00
2nd S.Philpott 64218 Birmingham 5.50
3rd C.Redrup 34457 Crookham 5.19
4th D.Ginns 84235 Crookham 5.05
5th P Gibbons 76957 Peterborough 4.54
6th G.Williamson 170419 Peterborough 4.51
7th N.Botham 122255 Morley 2.00
8th C. Foster 17203 Morley 1.56
9th G.Warburton 54828 Morley 1.48

Combined Rubber
1st P.Ball 57180 Grantham 7.30
2nd Marshall 55419 Impington 6.00

Combined Power
1st N.Allen 39572 E.Grinstead 6.00

Mini Vintage
1st N.Botham 122255 Morley 6.00
2nd D.Norwood 19346 Delyn 4.00

Classic Rubber
1st D.May 56714 Delyn 0.30

Vintage Glider
1st C.Parry 62525 Biggles 4.10
2nd R.Heap 73338 Biggles 3.41

Combined Electric
1st C.Foster 17203 Morley 6.00
2nd D.Ginns 84235 Crookham 3.27
3rd G.Williamson 107419 Peterboro' 1.30

Stephen Bowles
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News Review - Model Aircraft July 1948

Model Aircraft July 1948
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Clarion Past - John Andrews

Extract from the old paperback Clarion, July 2001
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John Andrews
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone 68 - Nick Peppiatt

More on the Brown CO2 Motors

Campus CO2 motor ad. from 1949 Air Trails. Campus ‘Bee’. Looks in remarkable condition
for a 74y old motor.

Campus ‘A-100’ with endurance tank. Campus ‘Bee’ ad. from 1950 Popular Mechanics

That master magician of the CO2 motor, Gerard Moore, has recently acquired a couple of early
Brown motors for refurbishment. These were sent to him by Mike Watters and include their
original packaging. Gerard has kindly sent me a couple of photos, which I have included above,
along with some advertisements from the contemporary modelling press.
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The first motor is the Campus ‘A-100’, which I mentioned initially in IIFE 17 (NC December
2017), and some, now vintage, models designed for it in IIFE 35 (NC February 2020).
As a reminder, this small motor has a 1/8” bore and stroke, giving a displacement of 25mm3.
Gerard’s example has the larger endurance tank, which, unfortunately, is now somewhat rusty,
otherwise it would be great for Frank Ehling’s ‘Dioxide Darling’.

The second motor is an example of the Campus ‘Bee’, which is larger with a 3/16” bore and
stroke giving a displacement of 85mm3 (see also NC March 2020). Unusually for a Brown motor,
it has an aluminium cylinder – most are steel. The fact that the piston is steel makes the
tribologist in me shudder at this combination! Obviously, this is a motor that needs to be kept
well lubricated. However, Gerard has worked his magic on the “Bee” and got it running well. The
“A-100” requires some more work. If interested, you should find videos of the running motors,
as well as the photos, here: -

https://photos.app.goo.gl/g2NWdJieubnvcsVB8

Going forward some 20y, Gerard sent me a copy of a photo of cutaway parts from Brown ‘.005’.
This motor has the same stroke and bore as the earlier ‘Bee’. We have met this motor a number
of times in these columns before, most recently in IIFE 60 (NC January 2023). There was a
discussion about the retention of the valve ball in the cylinder head.

The cutaway photo shows the integral ball retention seat illustrated in the U.S. patent
3,703,848, in the centre, and the, apparently, more common, and much simpler open seat on the
left. The motor in the centre has a steel piston, which is representative of the first batch of
500 made.

The second batch of 500, of which the complete motor shown is an example, had Nylatron
plastic pistons. Remembering that the bore diameter of these motors is slightly under 5mm,
the craftsmanship used in their manufacture is remarkable, particularly the ones with the
integral retention of the ball. However, here the replacement of the ball and cleaning of the
seat must be difficult. This is certainly an example of where Bill Brown changed his design and
approach during a manufacturing run.

According to Joe Clements’ review of ‘The Carbonic Model Engines’, in the Engine Collectors’
Journal, January 2005, this motor has a magnesium crankcase with aluminium bearings.
The tank is formed from aluminium tubing. This results in a light motor.
The complete Brown ‘.005’ in the photo below weighs 8.7g, without the propeller. In comparison
a Telco motor, which has a somewhat smaller capacity weighs 12.3g.

Cutaway of Brown ‘.005’ cylinders and tank Complete Brown ‘.005’. Apologies for the Telco filler!
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Gerard came across the photo of the cutaway parts on an RCGroups thread, where it had been
posted earlier this year by Ken Hannan, who is son of the late Bill Hannan, who, in turn, had
been sent it by Bill Brown.

Gerard’s Gems

Of course, Gerard Moore also makes his own CO2 motors. He has made a copy of a Gasparin
2.6mm3, which successfully powers a Pistachio sized version of the Platzer Motte ultralight.
This model often appears at the Trinity indoor meetings and flies quite beautifully. As a
further challenge, Gerard is currently working on a 0.7mm3 motor, also in the Gasparin style. I
will report on any further progress in due course.

Gerard Moore’s 2.6mm3 CO2 motor Gerard’s 0.7mm3 CO2 motor, which is
in a Pistachio sized Platzer Motte currently under development.

Heinz Neumman’s plan for a Peanut Scale Platzer Motte ultralight, from Bill Hannan’s Stick & Tissue Vol 3.

Nick Peppiatt
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller December 1956
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Aeromodeller December 1956
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Zeppelins: continued - Editor

Extracts from the book ‘The Zeppelin Story’ by John Christopher
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Editor
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Flier Phil’s Flier - Ray Malmstrom

From the book’ 60 years of IVCMAC courtesy Chris Strachan
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Ray Malmstrom
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No.151 Our earliest books.
Before we start to look at our earliest books, just a few words on the difference between
magazines and books as it affects your archivist.

Magazines are a joy to deal with, they come in a consistent size, are identified not only with
the title but also date and/or number of the issue. The contents of our type of magazine, i.e.
those with no R.C. in the title, are at least of 90% interest to the real aeromodeller. Listing
the magazines held, as well as showing those issues which are still required, is made clear by
using a spreadsheet and depending on whether they are printed or digital, they can readily be
stored in an easily accessible system of archive boxes or on a hard drive.

Books are a bit of a mixed bag. The “series” books, such as Aeromodeller Annuals, SAM 35
Yearbooks, Free Flight Experts Forum reports and the NFFS Symposium Reports, are full of
aeromodelling interest and are just as much a joy to deal with as magazines.  Other “Annuals”
such as Boys Own, Hobbies, Eagle etc. usually have such a small amount of aeromodelling content
that it is difficult to justify giving them shelf space, but on the other hand, that small content
may include a rubber cabin model by Warring and it would be a shame not to have and list every
Warring model aeroplane plan that can be found. The best answer is a digital copy of the book,
if that is available, otherwise it is a matter of scanning just the required pages, or in extremis
removing and retaining just those pages. Books with significant aeromodelling content are
usually readily identified by their title. It is my practice to list books alphabetically by Editor
then by date of publication and then by title, and to store them in that sequence. With all of
this information collated on a spread sheet it is easy to find the storage location, be it physical
or on a hard drive, of any of the books.

Now to look at our earliest book.

We have a letter, dated 7th February 1987 sent by Mike Hayter to David Baker, referring to
the book Aerodonetics by F. W. Lanchester published in 1908. Along with his letter, Mike
included some “Photostats” from the book which he hoped would be of interest to SAM 35
Speaks readers. Part of the letter and some of the pages from the book are reproduced below
which I hope will be of interest to readers of New Clarion.

The pages from the book include a photograph of Lanchester holding his model, which he called
the “Aerodrome” and a dimensioned general arrangement drawing of the model. The Model was
launched on its experimental flights from a window of Lanchester’s house, the window being
about 15 feet above the ground, which “falls away at a slope of about 1 in 25.” Sketches were
included showing the flight paths and elevation achieved.
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To read this book go to
https://openlibrary.org and search under Author for Lanchester F. W.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Antonov AN 225 - Wikipedia

The Antonov An-225 Mriya (Ukrainian: Антонов
Ан-225 Мрія, lit. 'dream' or 'inspiration'; NATO
reporting name: Cossack) was a strategic airlift
cargo aircraft designed and produced by the
Antonov Design Bureau in the Soviet Union.
It was originally developed during the 1980s as an
enlarged derivative of the Antonov An-124 airlifter
for the express purpose of transporting Buran-
class orbiters. On 21 December 1988, the An-225
performed its maiden flight; only one aircraft was
ever completed, although a second airframe with
a slightly different configuration was partially built.
After a brief period of use supporting the Soviet
space program, the aircraft was mothballed during
the early 1990s. Towards the turn of the century, it
was decided to refurbish the An-225 and
reintroduce it for commercial operations, carrying
oversized payloads for the operator Antonov
Airlines. Multiple announcements were made
regarding the potential completion of the second
airframe, however its construction has largely
remained on hold due to a lack of funding. By
2009, it had reportedly been brought up to 60–70%
completion.
With a maximum takeoff weight of 640 tonnes (705
short tons), the An-225 held several records,
including heaviest aircraft ever built and largest
wingspan of any aircraft in operational service. It
was commonly used to transport objects once
thought impossible to move by air, such as 130-
ton generators, wind turbine blades, and diesel
locomotives. Additionally, both Chinese and
Russian officials had announced separate plans to
adapt the An-225 for use in their respective space
programmes. The Mriya routinely attracted a high degree of public interest, attaining a global following due to its size and
its uniqueness.
The only completed An-225 was destroyed in the Battle of Antonov Airport during the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine.
On 20 May 2022, Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelenskyy announced plans to complete the second An-225 to replace
the destroyed aircraft; Antonov announced plans to rebuild the destroyed aircraft in November 2022.
Development
Work on what would become the Antonov An-225 would
begin in 1984 with a request from the Soviet government
for a large airlifter as a replacement for the Myasishchev
VM-T.[2] The specifics of this request included the ability
to carry a maximum payload of 231,838 kilograms
(511,116 lb), both externally and internally, while
operating from any runway of at least 3,500 metres
(11,500 ft). As originally set out, the mission and
objectives were broadly identical to that of the United
States' Shuttle Carrier Aircraft, having been designed to
airlift the Energia rocket's boosters and the Buran-class
orbiters for the Soviet space program. Furthermore, a
relatively short timetable for the delivery of the
completed aircraft meant that development would have
to proceed at a rapid pace. The An-225 carrying Buran (1.01) in 1989
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Accordingly, the Antonov Design Bureau decided to produce a
derivative of their existing Antonov An-124 Ruslan airlifter,
although its payload capacity was almost half of what was
required. The aircraft was stretched via the addition of fore and aft
fuselage barrel sections, while a new enlarged wing centre was
designed that facilitated the carriage of an additional pair of
Progress D-18T turbofan engines, increasing the total from four to
six powerplants. A completely new tail was also required to handle
the wake turbulence generated by the bulky external loads that
would be carried on the aircraft's upper fuselage. Despite the
novelty of its scale, the design of the An 225 was largely
conventional. The lead designer of the An-225 (and the An-124)
was Viktor Tolmachev. Antonov An-225 with Buran at Le Bourget, 1989, Manteufel
On 21 December 1988, the An-225 performed its maiden flight. It made its first public appearance outside of the Soviet
Union at the 1989 Paris Air Show where it was presented while carrying a Buran orbiter. One year later, it performed a
flying display for the public days at the Farnborough Air Show. While two aircraft had been ordered, only a single An-225,
(registration CCCP-82060, later UR-82060 was finished. It could carry ultra-heavy and oversized freight weighing up to
250,000 kg (550,000 lb) internally or 200,000 kg (440,000 lb) on the upper fuselage. Cargo on the upper fuselage can be
up to 70 m (230 ft) in length.
A second An-225 was partially built during the late 1980s for the Soviet space program, however, work on the airframe
was suspended following the collapse of the Soviet Union. By 2000, the need for additional An-225 capacity had become
apparent; during September 2006, it was decided that the second An-225 would be completed, a feat that was at one point
scheduled to occur around 2008. However, the work was subject to repeated delays. By August 2009, the aircraft had not
been completed and work had been abandoned. In May 2011, the Antonov CEO reportedly stated that the completion of
the second An-225, which would have a carrying capacity of 250 tons, requires at least $300 million; upon the provision
of sufficient financing, its completion could be achieved in three years. According to different sources, the second aircraft
was 60–70% complete by 2016.

The revival of space activities involving the An-225 was repeatedly announced and speculated upon throughout its life.
During the early 2000s, studies were conducted into the production of an even larger An-225 derivative, the eight-engined
Antonov An-325, which was intended to be used in conjunction with Russia's in-development MAKS space plane. In April
2013, the Russian government announced plans to revive Soviet-era air launch projects that would use a purpose-built
modification to the An-225 as a midair launchpad.
In May 2017, Airspace Industry Corporation of China (AICC)'s president, Zhang You-Sheng, informed a BBC reporter that
AICC had first contemplated cooperation with Antonov in 2009 and made contact with them two years later. AICC intends
to modernize the second unfinished An-225 and develop it into an air launch to orbit platform for commercial satellites at
altitudes up to 12,000 m (39,000 ft). The aviation media cast doubt on the production restart, speculating that the ongoing
Russia–Ukraine conflict would prevent various necessary components that would have been sourced from Russia from
being delivered; it may be possible that China could manufacture them instead. That project did not move forward but
UkrOboronProm, the parent company of Antonov, had continued to seek partners to finish the second airframe.
On 25 March 2020, the first An-225 commenced a series of test flights from Hostomel Airport near Kyiv, after more than a
year out of service, for the installation of a domestically designed power management and control system.
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Three of six Ivchenko Progress D-18T turbofan engines on the An-225
Design
The Antonov An-225 was a strategic airlift cargo aircraft that retained many similarities with the preceding An-124 airlifter
that it was derived from. It has a longer fuselage and cargo deck due to the addition of fuselage barrel extensions that
were fitted both fore and aft of the wings. The wings, which are anhedral, also received root extensions to increase their
span. The flight control surfaces are controlled via fly-by-wire and powered by triple-redundant hydraulics. Furthermore,
the empennage of the An-225 is a twin tail with an oversized, swept-back horizontal stabilizer, having been redesigned
from the single vertical stabilizer of the An-124. The use of a twin tail arrangement was essential to enable the aircraft to
carry its bulky external loads that would generate wake turbulence, disturbing the airflow around a conventional tail.
The An-225 is powered by a total of six Progress D-18T turbofan engines, two more than the An-124, the addition of which
was facilitated by the redesigned wing root area. An increased-capacity landing gear system with 32 wheels was designed,
some of which are steerable; these enable the airlifter to turn within a 60-metre-wide (200 ft) runway. Akin to its An-124
predecessor, the An-225 incorporated a nose gear designed to "kneel" so cargo can be more easily loaded and unloaded.
Additional measures to ease loading and unloading activities included the four overhead cargo cranes that could move
along the whole length of the cargo hold, each of which was capable of lifting up to 5,000 kilograms (11,000 lb). To facilitate
the attachment of external loads, such as the Buran orbiter, various mounting points were present along the upper surface
of the fuselage.

The An-225's main landing gear The nose gear of the An-225
Unlike the An-124, the An-225 was not intended for tactical airlifting and was not designed for short-field operations.
Accordingly, the An-225 does not have a rear cargo door or ramp, as are present on the An-124, these features having
been eliminated in order to save weight. The cargo hold was 1,300 m3 (46,000 cu ft) in volume; 6.4 m (21 ft 0 in) wide,
4.4 m (14 ft) high, and 43.35 m (142 ft 3 in) long—longer than the first flight of the Wright Flyer. The cargo hold, which is
pressurized and furnished with extensive soundproofing, could contain up to 80 standard-dimension cars, 16 intermodal
containers, or up to 250,000 kilograms (551,150 lb) of general cargo.
The flight deck of the An-225 is at the front of the upper deck, which is accessed via a ladder from the lower deck.] This
flight deck is largely identical to that of the An-124, save for the presence of additional controls to manage the additional
pair of engines. To the rear of the flight deck is an array of compartments which, amongst other things, accommodate the
crew stations for the aircraft's two flight engineers, navigator, and communication specialist, along with off-duty rest areas,
including beds, which facilitate long range missions to be flown. Even when fully loaded, the An-225 was capable of flying
non-stop across great distances, such as between New York and Los Angeles.
As originally constructed, the An-225 had a maximum gross weight of 600 t (660 short tons), however, between 2000 and
2001, the aircraft received numerous modifications at a cost of US$20 million, such as the addition of a reinforced floor,
which increased the maximum gross weight to 640 t (710 short tons). Both the earlier and later takeoff weights establish
the An-225 as the world's heaviest aircraft, exceeding the weight of the double-deck Airbus A380 airliner. Airbus claims to
have improved upon the An-225's maximum landing weight by landing an A380 at 591.7 t (652.2 short tons) during testing.
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The Antonov Airlines An-225 landing at Hostomel Airport, 2014

Operational history
The Antonov An-225 Mriya was originally operated between 1988 and 1991 as the prime method of transporting Buran-
class orbiters for the Soviet space program. Its first pilot was Oleksandr Halunenko, who continued flying it until 2004.
"Antonov Airlines" was concurrently founded in 1989 after it was set up as a holding company by the Antonov Design
Bureau as a heavy airlift shipping corporation. This company was to be based in Kyiv, Ukraine, and operate from London
Luton Airport in partnership with Air Foyle HeavyLift. While operations began with a fleet of four An-124-100s and three
Antonov An-12s, the need for aircraft larger than the An-124 became apparent by the late 1990s.
By this time, the Soviet Union was no longer in existence and the Buran programme had been terminated; consequentially,
the sole completed An-225 was left unused and without a purpose. As early as 1990, Antonov officials were openly
speaking on their ambitions for the aircraft to enter commercial use. Despite this, in 1994, it was decided to put the An-
225 into long-term storage. During this time, all six of its engines were removed for use on various An-124s, while the
second uncompleted An-225 airframe was also stored. As the 1990s progressed, it became clear that there was sufficient
demand for a cargoliner even bigger than the An-124. Accordingly, it was decided that the first An-225 would be restored.
The aircraft was re-engined, received modifications to modernise and better adapt it to heavy cargo transport operations,
and placed back in service under the management of Antonov Airlines. It became the workhorse of the Antonov Airlines
fleet, transporting objects once thought impossible to move by air, such as 130-ton generators, wind turbine blades, and
even diesel locomotives. It also became an asset to international relief organizations for its ability to quickly transport huge
quantities of emergency supplies during multiple disaster-relief operations.
Under Antonov Airlines, the An-225 received its type certificate from the Interstate Aviation Committee Aviation Register
(IAC AR) on 23 May 2001. The type's first flight in commercial service departed from Stuttgart, Germany, on 3 January
2002, and flew to Thumrait, Oman, with 216,000 prepared meals for American military personnel based in the region. This
vast number of ready meals was transported on 375 pallets and weighed 187.5 tons. The An-225 was later contracted by
the Canadian and U.S. governments to transport military supplies to the Middle East in support of coalition forces. An
example of the cost of shipping cargo by An-225 was over 2 million kr. (about €266,000) for flying a chimney duct from
Billund, Denmark, to Kazakhstan in 2004.
During 2016, Antonov Airlines ceased cooperation with Air Foyle and partnered with Volga-Dnepr instead. This in turn led
to the An-225's blue and yellow paint scheme, was added in 2009. These matched the colors of the Ukrainian flag and led
to the An-225 becoming "Ukraine's winged ambassador to the world," in the words of The New York Times.
When the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the world in early 2020, the An-225 participated in the relief effort by conducting
flights to deliver medical supplies from China to other parts of the world.
The aircraft was popular with aviation enthusiasts, who frequently visited airports to view its scheduled arrivals and
departures.

Wikipedia
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Couprofile No.15 - Peter Hall

Couprofile No. 15,  Martin Stagg

Martin, you are a longstanding and dedicated coupe flyer, tell us about your free flight
experience and about your latest coupe. How do you pick the air and what developments
would you like to make?

It all started when I was about 7 years old. (c1950) I lived in southeast London and there was
a model shop about a mile away called Crystal Palace Models. Several models hung from the
ceiling including a KK Chief glider and a KK Gypsy rubber model. I would gaze longingly through
the window at them for ages.
I am not sure how, but I came to buy a KK ‘Cutie’ toy chuck glider that slotted together, wings
forward for stunts, back for long flights. I threw this about in the road outside my house (no
cars then) until it got broken. I bought another one about 2 weeks later and did the same, this
set a pattern. I learned instinctively how to trim these and thus learned the basics of trimming.
My Dad, who was a very capable and practical man but knew very little about model planes,
made a KK Ajax which we took to the local park. Wound it up (by hand) and launched it for a
perfect flight of 100m or so. That was it, I was totally hooked.
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Fast forward a few years and I joined the Blackheath MFC, at that time the oldest club in the
country. There I could observe such luminaries as Laurie Burrows and George Sharp. I made
trips by train to Chobham common or Epsom downs to fly whatever contraption I had cobbled
together, mostly open rubber models, with a couple of power models thrown in. I never became
very proficient, lacking the patience to apply myself properly.

Fast forward again past the teenage years, (girls, parties, sport) then marriage and children.
We moved to Kent, and I discovered that there was a club in Maidstone and that flying took
place on Ashdown Forest, about ½ hrs drive away. I had kept up my interest in Aeromodelling
(never missed a copy of Aeromodeller and Model Aircraft magazines) and the bug bit again.
Again, my main interest was f/f rubber. I tried F1B (failed miserably), also F1A glider (ditto).
About this time, I built my first Coupe. I ALWAYS build my own designs (except, of course,
Mini Vintage etc). Of course, they end up like other designs of the time. I cannot remember
much about this Coupe other than getting quite excited the first time I achieved a flight of
over 1 minute!

For a long time, I continued in this vein, slowly improving my building skills and occasionally
placing in a competition (never winning) but thoroughly enjoying it.
Happy days. Tuesday evening on the forest trimming, followed by a pint in ‘The foresters’ pub
to discuss our latest triumphs and failures.

Fast forward again to 2012/13. Moved to Somerset & joined Bristol and West MAC. Here I
had the luxury of flying on Merryfield, not a very large airfield but adequate. Also, quite a
picturesque setting, with some interesting wildlife, but I digress….
I was made very welcome by my new clubmates. I found myself admiring Alan Brocklehurst’s
coupes and being drawn more and more towards the class. I already had one old and battered
coupe which never flew very well so I refurbished it with a new wing and prop, also I re trimmed
it to fly right/left. This eliminated the ‘coupe swoop’ and worked much better. Encouraged, I
‘designed’ and built a new coupe using valuable information gleaned from Alan. This flew well
but was overweight, so I built another similar model as per the accompanying diagram and photo
and managed to get the weight down to only a few grams over the limit. This shows promise,
but I have not been able to get it fully trimmed. Flying on Salisbury Plain (SP) limits the
opportunities for trimming.

I find picking the air on SP trickier than it was on Merryfield, which doesn’t really make sense.
I have never been able to use electronic thermal detectors, relying instead on mylar streamers
and the ‘feel’ on my skin, coupled with waiting for a lull. Some people say wait for the infill after
the lull, but I have never had the nerve to do that!

So where do we go from here? I would like to build
another model with a more extreme design
(higher aspect ratio wing, bigger prop for longer
run and with more carbon/Kevlar in its
construction.) but I need to get the weight down,
all my coupes have been overweight. I don’t think
I would employ any gadgets (VIT, delayed prop
release etc) as they are all more things to go
wrong but I would like to incorporate retrieval
aids such as RDT, GPS, etc as per the BMK system
that seems to be in favour at present. Trouble is
I am useless at electronics. Also, I must get more
organised, at home and on the field. I must learn
from Alan Brocklehurst!

Me with latest Coupe
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Finally, I need to overcome some health issues and get fitter. At present long retrieves are a
problem.

Plan, as built. AUW came out at 86 grams.

Peter Hall/Martin Stagg
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Correction to SCL 5th Area Report - Peter Hall

A correction to Southern Coupe League 5th. Area report in August issue

In my report, Michael Marshall comments ‘ …reports after the Nationals that Ivan
Taylor was managing 410 turns on his CdH motors spurred a new interest in pre-event
motor stretching but I was still only able to achieve 320-330 turns.

I subsequently read that Ivan was using 12” long motors, mine are about 9”….’
Ivan has now corrected this saying that he was using 9” X 12 strand motors.
Michael and Ivan have asked for this correction to be published so as not to mislead
any possible newcomers.

It may be helpful to refer to John Barker’s excellent article
‘Prop. Picker’ published I think in the Aeromodeller in 2005. He describes a simple
formula for approximating the number of turns a motor will take before breaking.
In the case of coupe motors and probably in reference to Tan2 rubber, -

Take the length of the motor in inches, cube it and divide by the weight in grams (10)
take the square root of this and multiply the result by 44. (for different weights a
different factor is needed) Let’s try this with Ivan’s motor-

9X9x9 / 10 = 72.9, square root of this x 44 = 376.

But if you assume the motor was 9.5 “ long you get 407 very close to Ivan’s motor
(410).

Over years I have found this formula very reliable for use with Super Sport rubber .
I aim to use 9.5” motors and in temperate conditions get around the target turns.

Super Sport rubber batches have only varied slightly in thickness, not so much in
energy storage capacity. It’s possible recent rubber may have improved or Ivan’s
motors were a bit over 9” and his preparation and winding procedures are very very
good.

Notice that motors are identified by their length, not number of strands because of
variations in thickness.

Peter Hall
Ivan Taylor
Michael Marshal
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Aeromodeller Departed: Peter Tomlinson

With regret I must inform you all of the passing
of Peter Tomlinson.
Peter died on the 10 August, aged 91 in
Northampton General Hospital after a prolonged
illness.

Peter had not been in the best of health for a
number of years. Whilst still flying competitively
he had mobility problems which presumably finally
led to the end of his competitive flying.
Peter was primarily interested in Gliders and flew
regularly at Middle Wallop in company with his
cohorts Dick Twomey and Alan King.

Sadly this trio are no longer with us.

Peter was in at the birth of SAM1066 and regularly attended David Bakers monthly meetings
at the ‘Hangar’ in Pine trees. I think Peter could be said to have been David’s right hand man.
Peter was a come what may flier and would make his flights whatever the conditions, good or
bad. If there was the sniff of winning a bottle of wine he would willingly risk wrecking his model
to post a time, even if it was a no-flight time. I know cos I timed one.

Peter was also a Table Tennis league player, playing for Headlands in the Northampton League.
Another string to his bow that I was not aware of.

R.I.P.

The Gliding trio at Wallop
Peter Tomlinson Dick Twomey Alan King

John Andrews
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Southern Gala: Results - David Cox

Southern Gala Results.

Weather- Sunny with 10 t0 18 mph wind

Combined Electric
1st. C.Redrup Crookham 34457 7.30
2nd. J.Pennington B & W 25139 5.10
3rd. R.Elliott Croydon 33303 5.00

Combined Power
1st. D.Cox Crookham 73114 7.19
2nd. R.Vaughn Crookham 69977 1.55

Combined Glider
1st. D.Cox Crookham 73114 7.30
2nd. C.Parry Biggles 62525 7.14
3rd. D.Etherton Crookham 59852 5.44
4th. R.Heap Biggles 73338 2.30

Combined Rubber
1st. C.Redrup Crookham 34457 7.30
2nd. J.Paton Crookham 156623 7.19

E30
1st. T.Grey Crookham 33877 6.00

F1H
1st. C.Parry Biggles 62525 7.04
2nd. R.Heap Biggles 73338 2.00

F1G
1st. G.Manion Birmingham 35505 4.00
2nd. A.Brocklehurst B & W 2547 1.42

HLG/CLG
1st. J.Pennington B & W 25139 4.31

David Cox
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Southern Gala: Coupes - Peter Hall

Southern Gala, August 20th 2023 Salisbury Plain
Round 8 Southern Coupe League

A beautiful day and scarcely a whisper of breeze greeted the packed field of
competitors…………………………….
Sorry, must have dozed off and was back in 2003/4/5.

Two flew the coupe event. Yes two. Was it the wind, the site, the rival attraction, the Ladies
World Cup? After a reasonable start with ten flying Coupe de Brum. this season has seen
threadbare attendance. Gavin Manion took first place and Alan Brocklehurst second. Here are
their comments,

Gavin first -
"As is usual, down the night before, f&c in Devizes, etc. etc. For all I complain that it's all very
samey, I do love my trips down to Salisbury, long may they continue.
It was forecast as bright and breezy and so it was. The direction determined that we would be
flying from the airstrip which I'm not very familiar with. I took the route up from our usual
site and very hairy it was too. Chris Redrup (CD) had marked a much easier route but I never
got to his signs having left the B309 too early. Chris was frustrated that he hadn't been able
to get an announcement out about the preferred route which is very straightforward being
mainly over grass, I left the field that way with no worries at all.

The wind direction was towards the usual site, apparently known by regulars as "the trimming
field". Recovery took us down a long slope and then up to the track. In the lighter winds up to
lunch time I was covering ~700m in two and a bit minutes so, say, 15mph or a bit less. But what
a retrieve it was. The grass was uncut and at least knee high (well it was to me!) with a wonderful
crop of Wild Parsnip, Ragwort, Ox-eye and Cornflowers. It looked lovely, full of butterflies,
but it was exhausting to walk through, particularly the climb back.
I flew alongside Ray Elliott and put in two maxes then went for a chat with my co-competitors,
more correctly with Alan Brocklehurst who'd arrived late and had yet to start. I suggested
that, when he'd done a recovery, we might think about whether we could agree to just three
flights and he seemed amenable to that.

As it happened Alan dropped his first flight, I'm sure he'll explain why in his report, and no
one else showed any signs of flying so I thought to just sit tight on my maxes and watch the
scoresheet. It became clear in conversation that Alan could see no point in continuing with the
increasing wind speed knowing that he needed two more flights to beat me. Plus, as he said, if
he flew again then I would and he was probably right.

So that was it, I was lucky to be fast out of the starting blocks when the wind was easier. I
flew my oldest model, No4, which is at its best in breezy thermally conditions, and I picked
two patches, one off my streamer and the other by having Chris Parry's excellent V dihedral
A1 obligingly fly buoyantly over my head.

Sometimes you just take the win and be grateful...mind it would be nice to have a few more
friends to fly with, hopefully "The Croydon" will see a return to normal."
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Alan reports -
The forecast 12mph south-westerly wind meant that we had to fly from the ridge on the
southern side of the site. Of course, I should have arrived earlier, as initially the wind strength
wasn’t at its peak. While I was getting set up, Gavin Manion was making his first flight in F1G
and his model got away nicely for a certain max, landing across the valley on the trimming field.
I then encountered a minor panic with the BMK Flexi-Display bleeping at me due to low battery
warning, despite being fully charged the night before! To play safe, I plugged it into the car
12V socket and waited a while – time for a sandwich and a cup-of tea! Anyway, re-charging the
battery cured the problem. I re-calibrated the voltage indicator and had no problem after
that. Although, prior to launching, I forgot to start the data-logger – but no matter – it wasn’t
a big flight and the flight was in wind and turbulence, so of little academic interest! Again, in
retrospect, one should always wait longer and choose better air! Initially it looked like it might
max, but encountered turbulence from the ridge and came down on the opposite side of the
valley about 650m away for 1:42, as it disappeared into the long grass. The BMK tracker took
me straight to it. By the time I got back, Gavin was recording another max on the score sheet.
But now the wind was starting to increase, with the wind sock rising and falling and swinging
from side-to-side! Had the day been calmer and the long grass less adept at grabbing my boots,
particularly when walking back up the hill to the launch point, I would have continued in the
hope that Gavin might drop more time than I had already done. But, there didn’t seem much
point in playing catch-up with only the two of us flying in F1G, and anyway, Gavin is well ahead
of me in the Southern Coupe League, so I resigned myself to be second! Gavin did well to pick
the air and deserved the win

Alan’s Coupe resting against the winding stooge ropes, sheltered behind the car.
Note the long grass, angle of the wind-sock, lovely blue sky and convective cloud

The final event this season is Coupe Europa on Salisbury Plain, 8th October. Gavin Manion is
32 points ahead of Michael Marshall and IvanTaylor and so is assured of the League Cup. Gavin
has attended six events, Michael and Ivan three each so their average scores are 9.5, 8.3, 8.3

Peter Hall
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Southern Coupe League Table - Roy Vaughn

Southern Gala Results
Entrant Club Score

1 G.Manion Birmingham 12
2 A.Brocklehurst B&W 9

Southern Coupe League Table After 8th Round:
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1 G. Manion Birmingham 12 9 12 12 7 12 57
2 M. Marshall Impington 6 7 12 25
= I. Taylor Birmingham 7 9 9 25
4 A. Brocklehurst B&W 7 8 9 24
5 P. Woodhouse Morley 9 8 17
6 S. Willis Croydon 1 7 8 16
7 S. Darmon Birmingham 8 5 13
8 S. Fielding Morley 12 12
9 R. Fryer Oxford 9 9

10 J. Paton Crookham 8 8
11 B. Whitehead Peterbrough 7 7
12 M. Stagg B&W 6 6
= B. Dennis Oxford 6 6
14 R. Elliott Croydon 5 5
= B. Hobbs Oxford 5 5
= G. Peck C/M 5 5
17 C. Foster Morley 4 4
18 C. Redrup Crookham 3 3
19 R. Vaughn Crookham 2 2
20 M. Woodhouse Vikings 0

Roy Vaughn
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Southern Gala Snippets - Alan Brocklehurst

Herewith some pics for the magazine.

I have it on good authority that the large wasp-like insect that I saw in the long grass on
Salisbury Plain on Sunday was a Wasp-Spider and is apparently quite rare. It can bite, but
doesn't sting and is fairly harmless. It was waiting patiently in its web when I first saw it,
but then it became a little camera shy!

Wind was 12mph, SW, so we flew from the ridge by the wind-sock.
Very low turnout, only two entries in Coupe!

The Discus Launch Glider belongs to Julian Pennington, the sole entrant in HLG,
who also features in the other photo where he is launching his E-36.
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The Chris Redrup support group, all with an eye on the meter.

Alan Brocklehurst

Then up and away goes Chris
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Secretary’s Notes for September 2023 - Roger Newman

Another month mostly away from home so very little activity on my part. Another meeting
cancellation as well, in that the Southern Area Gala was cancelled not once but twice on
successive weekends due to (mostly) adverse wind coupled with the prospects of dampness.
This summer has indeed been pretty disastrous for the free flight community.

The indoor season commences at Totton in September. Our advertised date is 20th Sept – see
ad in this months NC - however there is some confusion – which at the time of writing this note
has yet to be clarified. It seems that the booking may have been inadvertently made for 13th

Sept – hence there may well a late email note to members in the next few days confirming the
correct date. There is also the annual Croydon Coupe Day on Salisbury Plain on 8th October –
advance notice as a reminder.

You have probably seen the recent BMFA notices regarding the CAA revisiting current drone
regulations through a 28 page consultation document. The BMFA has issued its response &
suggest that members respond using it as a “guide”. Quite why the CAA cannot treat model
flying as a distinctly separate activity from drones has always been somewhat incomprehensible
but who am I to query their policies. Anyway with probably less than a very few hundred
regularly flying free flight, I can't imagine there will be any significant change to our activities
other than diminishing places to fly. For those who may be interested, the consultation can be
accessed via:

Call-for-Input-Review-of-UK-RPAS-Regulation-v3_1-CAP2569.pdf (bmfa.org)
& the BMFA response at,

https://bmfa.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/BMFA-Response-to-CAA-Call-for-
Inputv2.pdf

any responses have to be posted by 7th Sept.

There have been  very few interesting news releases from the proper Aviation world of late.
However one that did catch my attention concerned the funding of a blended wing prototype
by the US Air Force – see pic. Brings back past experiments with the same concept from days
long gone. Here is a link for anyone interested – a recent article from Aviation Week.

Opinion: Why It Is Time For The Blended Wing Body | Aviation Week Network

Blended Wing concept
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On a like note Chester Lanzo produced a lifting body (fuselage) design, versions of which have
appeared at Middle Wallop in the past, entitled Swayback – Belair do a short kit. Never really
caught on?

The mystery Westland Lysander model & plan as per separate short article – I received a note
from Roy regarding the plan or rather lack thereof! He says:

Hi Roger,
My thoughts on this model.
First mention is in "Scale Model Aircraft that Fly" 1940 book by Towner & Boys. Photographs
only in section on photographing models.
Second mention is in "Aviation in Miniature" 1944 book by Russell. Found in list of plans available
from Aeromodeller. Shown as Plan No. 161 which suggest in the early 1940's.
I have found no evidence of a plan of this model having ever appeared in Aeromodeller or
Aeromodeller Annual.
Plans on Outerzone.
1. Single sheet plan with Aeromodeller title box but no plan number.
2. "Alternative" 2 sheet plan but only sheet 1 available. Sheet 1 is as your supplied sheet 1 but
with building instructions included. These are headed Aeromodeller and the designer stated as
Boys.
Outerzone state that these plans are as the photograph seen in "Scale Model Aircraft that
Fly" but they make no mention of "Aviation in Miniature". In error they attribute this plan to
Aeromodeller February 1968. The Westland Lysander in Aeromodeller February 1968 is a 60"
span power model with the design attributed to " Aeromodeller Staff" which I think means
redrawn by. A plan of this model was originally available "to order", no reduced plan being
shown, in Aeromodeller April 1942 designed by Welsberg. I have never seen a copy of this
Welsberg original plan.
Reference the 2 sheet plan received from yourself. When I open these files I get a message
"Page size out of range might be truncated".
Sheet 1 is as the Outerzone "Alternative" sheet 1 but without the building instructions perhaps
this is explained by the "truncation" Sheet 2 shows the wings and looks complete.
I am sure that Outerzone would be pleased to receive the missing sheet 2 and perhaps they
should be advised of the attribution error bit I will leave all of that to those who deal with
plans.
Best wishes,
Roy
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I haven't been through my back issues of Aeromodeller so don't know if it was ever published
– from Roy's comments, it seems unlikely, so from where did it originate?

That's all for this month apart from our monthly plans offering.

Plans for the month

Rubber: Cabinaire – pretty little small field model

Glider: Gadabout – one of the 1066 bungee redraws from 1947
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Power: Swayback – why not

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2023
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 26th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 12th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 26th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 7th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 10th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain
April 16th Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

May 7th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 28th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June 4th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham
June18th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 9th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 23rd Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata Day, Salisbury Plain
July 29th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 30th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 13th Sunday Southern Area BMFA FF Gala, RAF Odiham
August 20th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 2nd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 3rd Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 17th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 8th Sunday Croydon Coupe Day + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain
October 15th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 28th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5th or 12th Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre

Dates for events are confirmed as: Croydon Wakefield Day 10th April; Crookham Gala 7th May; SAM 1066
Cagnarata Day RAF Colerne (provisional - subject to grant of licence) 23rd July; Croydon Coupe Day 8th Oct;
There will be a couple of SAM 1066 events on both Croydon days. All on Area 8 of SP.

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com
Switzerland www.gummimotor.ch

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


